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Round 7 – July 13th 

Cadets 

Heat 1 

The first heat of the day saw Oliver Hallsworth open up a quick and early lead from his grid position 

of 1
st

. Luke Richardson managed to close the gap and then squeeze past Oliver on the inside of turn 

9 on lap 2. Connor Brown then also moved ahead of Oliver into 2
nd

 place after overtaking him on the 

inside of turn 4. The battle for 1
st

 place was heating up as Luke and Connor exchanged positions 

regularly before starting their final lap just 0.2 seconds apart. Luke did enough however to hold onto 

1
st

 place taking the chequered flag just ahead of Connor Brown. Dale Whitaker excellently worked 

his way up into 3
rd

 having started last from the grid.  

Heat 2 

All of the drivers made it safely around turns 1 and 2 albeit with some light contact in the middle of 

the pack. Kameron Khan did excellently to avoid a serious incident taking a hit as 4 karts navigated 

their way through turn 11 and he moved into 2
nd

 place behind Luke Richardson. After 4 laps Ben 

Surtees-Wheat occupied 3
rd

 place ahead of Harry Winsor. As the drivers started their final lap, the 

only real battle occurring was for 2
nd

 place as Kameron and Ben were regularly moving side-by-side 

but as they finished their heat, Luke crossed the line in 1
st

 place, Kameron cemented 2
nd

 place with 

Ben finishing less than half a second behind him in 3
rd

. 

Heat 3 

William Davison had a fantastic start off the grid jumping up into 1
st

 position ahead of Sammy Janes 

and Harry Winsor, separated by just 0.4 seconds. Ben Mills attempted to gain a position on Kai Mack 

at turn 10 but pushed too hard resulting in him making contact and spinning out on his own accord. 

William did brilliantly to develop a 6 second lead over 2
nd

 pla e, hile Sa  ould ’t shake Ha  
who stole 2

nd
 place and kept it on the 5

th
 lap of the heat. As the chequered flag was given, William 

convincingly finished ahead of Harry and then Sammy Janes who were separated by just 0.025 

seconds.  

Heat 4 

Kallum Batts had an unfortunate start off the grid dropping to the back. Oliver Mooij moved ahead 

of Oliver Hallsworth at turn 1. Ben Surtees-Wheat was comfortably in 3
rd

 place as the heavens 

opened and heavy rain began to fall resulting in extremely difficult conditions. Most of the drivers 

handled the change in track conditions very well resulting in no position changes as they approached 

the chequered flag. Oliver secured 1
st

 position with Oliver a close 2
nd

, while Ben followed the pair 

well ahead of Kai. 

Heat 5 

Dale Whitaker was another diver to struggle with the wet conditions spinning out at turn 4 dropping 

to the back of the field. Kameron had opened up an impressive 3.5 second lead after just 2 laps 
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ahead of Connor Brown and Ben Mills who were closely contesting 2
nd

 and 3
rd

. As the field started to 

separate, Kameron took the chequered flag a credible 12 seconds ahead of Connor in 2
nd

 and Sammy 

Janes in 3
rd

. 

Heat 6 

Very few incidents to report as the drivers completed their first lap with a very wet track. Luke 

Richardson capitalised on an early mistake from Harry Winsor to take 2
nd

 position before crossing 

the start line for their 2
nd

 lap. Brandon Miah lost his 1
st

 position after overshooting turn 11 on the 3
rd

 

lap resulting in him dropping to 5
th

 position. Kameron and Luke were having a close battle until 

Kameron started to pull away after getting a better exit from turn 11 with just 2 laps remaining. 

Kameron held onto the lead taking the chequered flag with Luke and William Davison in 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 

respectively. 

Heat 7 

Ben Mills ran slightly wide at turn 2 resulting in him almost spinning out but did well to keep control 

of the kart. As a result he dropped to 4
th

 place and Cameron Jewell profited from this moving up to 

the front of the field. Kai Mack fell victim to the extremely difficult conditions losing control at turn 1 

and subsequently losing 3 positions into 6
th

 place. Cameron Jewell had opened up a substantial lead 

over Sebastian Chodyko in 2
nd

 by the time the chequered flag was given to signal the end of the 

heat, Ben Mills finished in 3
rd

 place a comfortable 12 seconds in front of 4
th

 place. 

Heat 8 

Dale Whitaker had an excellent start off the grid in the final heat for the cadet category moving up a 

position into 1
st

 place ahead of Connor Brown, but then lost out again to him on the same lap on the 

back straight. Ben Surtees-Wheat was another driver to lose out to the extremely difficult and 

changing conditions as it started to rain once again. He spun out of his own accord at turn 6 gifting 

Oliver Mooij 3
rd

 place. Dale Whitaker moved side-by-side with Oliver Mooij at turn 11 as they came 

to complete their 5
th

 lap but overshot it resulting in him spinning his kart out and dropping to 4
th

 

place behind William Davison. On the final lap William had a better exit from 6 and moved up into 

2
nd

 place ahead of Oliver and held it as they crossed the finish line. Connor capped off a solid race 

winning the heat by 7 seconds. 
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C Final 

The C final consisted of just 3 drivers battling to try and get the final spot into the B final. Lewis Tyler 

opened up a substantial lead after the other 2 drivers spun due to the rainy conditions once again. 

Brandon managed to close the gap enough to give him a shot to overtake Lewis on the outside of 

turn 11 and managed to hold the kart steady enough to make it stick. Any chance of Lewis catching 

Brandon was lost after he lost control at turn 4 just as the rain began to fall heavily once more. 

Brandon comfortably took 1
st

 place and progressed through into the B final. 

B Final 

The only early casualty in the B final came as a result of Kai Mack making contact with another kart 

in front of him and causing him to spin out and dropped to the back of the field. Oliver Hallsworth 

worked his way into 1
st

 place ahead of Ben Mills at turn 10 on the 3
rd

 lap while Sammy Janes slipped 

2 places after overshooting it, also at turn 10, dropping to 3
rd

. As the final progressed the top 3 

drivers started to separate with Oliver opening a 5 second lead over Ben in 2
nd

 place. Sammy Janes, 

despite comfortably being in 3
rd

 place, finished 22 seconds away from the race leader Oliver, who 

finished ahead of Ben Mills.  

A Final 

The last cadet final was under very tricky conditions, with Connor Brown experiencing them first 

hand coming into turn 2 too hot and almost burying his kart under the tyre wall. He managed to save 

it however but did drop 3 places into 6
th

. Kameron led the way ahead of William Davison by just 0.8 

seconds after 2 laps but William was keeping up the pressure slowly reducing the time lap by lap. 

Luke Richardson occupied 3
rd

 place but was closely followed by Cameron Jewell, only half a second 

behind him. Cameron did attempt a move up the inside of Luke at turn 11 but due to the lack of grip 

o  the e it due to su h a et t a k ould ’t hold the position so remained in 4
th

. Eventually the gap 

between 1
st

 and 2
nd

 opened up to 3 seconds with a further 9 seconds to Luke in 3
rd

. A late spin out 

f o  Willia  e e ted Ka e o ’s e ei i g of the he ue ed flag, ith Willia  e tif i g his 
mistake quickly enough to still take 2

nd
 place. Luke capped off a consistent race securing the final 

place on the podium in 3
rd

.  
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Juniors 

Heat 1 

A nice and clean start followed the first green flag for the junior category through turns 1 and 2. 

Oliver Simpkins s ueezed past Ha iso  Pughe at tu  4 ut ould ’t defe d the pla e as the  o ed 
into turn 5. He then made another move at turn 6 and managed to hold onto it as they exited onto 

the back straight. Dean Thomas capitalised on his front row starting position by opening up a 2 

second lead over Oliver and Harrison, who were battling closely for 2
nd

 position moving side-by-side 

through turns 11 and 1. Oliver, in attempt to defend around turn 10, ran wide gifting Harrison 2
nd

 

position and leaving him only 0.1 seconds ahead of Levi in 4
th

 place. As the drivers crossed the finish 

line, the order remained Dean ahead of Harrison and then Oliver in 3
rd

 place.  

Heat 2 

Some light contact between the majority of the field resulted in a few position changes, most 

noticeably Edward Mcleod moving up into 2
nd

 and George Hucknall up to 3
rd

 around turn 4. George 

then continued his impressive surge forward taking 2
nd

 place up the inside of turn 9 and then 1
st

 

place on the next lap at the same position ahead of Harrison Pughe. 3
rd

, 4
th

 and 5
th

 were battling 

closely heading through turn 2 on the penultimate lap, separated by just 0.4 seconds. Bailey won this 

closely contested battle finishing 3
rd

, with Harrison in 2
nd

 and George deservedly winning the heat. 

Heat 3 

As the first junior heat in the rain began, all the drivers over compensated at turn 4 running very 

wide with the exception of Levi Anderson who capitalised on this error and moved up into 1
st

 place 

ahead of Jay Hodson. Dean Thomas gained 2 positions after using the grip on the concrete on the 

inside of turn 11 resulting in him moving up into 2
nd

 place. Oliver Simpkins was struggling with the 

very wet conditions losing control and spinning out at turn 10 meaning he dropped back to 5
th

 place. 

Dean pushed forward relentlessly pushing Levi right up until the last corner where he managed to 

dive down the inside ahead of Levi snatching 1
st

 place by 0.1 seconds. Benjamin Lewis also moved up 

a position on the last turn to gain 3
rd

 position very late on. 

Heat 4 

An extremely eventful 1
st

 lap hampered with heavy rain saw Levi move up 2 places into 2
nd

 and 

Archie moved up from last to 4
th

 position. George ran wide on the exit of turn 11 resulting in Levi 

gaining 1
st

 place with Archie also profiting from his mistake darting into 2
nd

 place putting him right 

behind Levi. The top 2 had an excellent battle after they moved into those positions and were 

exchanging positions at turn 11 and turn 4 after 4 laps. At the end of the heat Levi finished just 0.2 

seconds ahead of Archie with George a further 1.5 seconds behind them. 

Heat 5 

The start to the fifth heat was contact heavy but all the drivers safely made it round the first lap. 

Oliver Simpkins only needed 3 laps to work his way up from 5
th

 place into 1
st

 ahead of Matthew 

Tubby and Jay Hodson. Despite this, he reacted too slowly to a yellow strobe going on resulting in 

him braking heavily and spinning out and losing 1
st

 place to Matthew Tubby. He did however work 

his way back into top spot exiting turn 10 better than Jay Hodson putting him ahead of him and 
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Matthew in 3
rd

. The final standings of the heat remained the same as the chequered flag was given 

with Oliver winning, Jay in 2
nd

 and Matthew Tubby in 3
rd

. 

Heat 6 

The final heat of the junior category got underway with a very clean first half lap. Dean Thomas 

made the most significant move gaining 2 places from 5
th

 place into 3
rd

 and then a further 2 places 

on the same lap into 1
st

 from a brilliant exit at turn 6. Archie Forber moved up into 2
nd

 place and 

then moved ahead of Dean into 1
st

 after getting a better exit out of turn 3. George Hucknall was 

comfortably in 3
rd

 place but still 7 seconds behind the 2 race leaders who were separated by just 0.5 

seconds as they began their final lap. Archie managed to hold onto 1
st

 place ahead of Dean with 

George in 3
rd

 place.  

 

B Final 

The first junior final was greeted with heavy rainfall creating an extremely wet track for the start of 

the race. Despite this all the drivers safely made their way round the first half of the track. After 

getting a brilliant exit off turn 6 and 10, Benjamin Lewis found himself 3 seconds ahead of Alex 

Masefield after just 1 lap. Bailey Bateman responded to losing 2
nd

 place however by stealing it back 

on the inside of turn 4 on lap 2. Matthew Tubby then also moved up a position at the expense of 

Alex to take 3
rd

 at turn 10 now just 2 seconds away from Bailey. Benjamin was another victim to the 

difficult conditions after losing control at turn 4 meaning he lost 1
st

 place to Bailey and dropped to 

2
nd

. Just half a second separated the 2 leaders as they crossed the finish line with Benjamin taking 1
st

 

progressing through to the A final. Bailey finished in 2
nd

 place with Matthew Tubby in 3
rd

. 

 

A Final 

The final junior final saw Dean fly out into an early lead ahead of George and Archie, who both 

profited from Levi running wide at turn 6 on the first lap. After overshooting turn 10, Dean found 

himself losing control of his kart and waiting on traffic to re-enter the track resulting in him dropping 

from 1
st

 to 6
th

. As a result of this George moved out into a 4 second lead ahead of Archie and Levi 

having completed 6 laps. Jay Hodson showed he was still in contention for a podium spot after 

overtaking Levi but Dean and Benjamin were also right behind the 2 of them. The race for 3
rd

 spot 

was intensifying as they approached their penultimate lap, with all 4 karts separated by just 0.8 

seconds. Dean did superbly to work his way back up to 3
rd

 place but was still 5 seconds off Archie in 

2
nd

, and a further 2 seconds from George the race leader as they started their final lap.  

 


